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Procedure to change TG603RS /TG604RS 
Tiltview Gage from Right Hand Assembly to 

Left Hand Assembly 
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1) If installed and under pressure, isolate the Tiltview valves. Open drain valve to eliminate 

any trapped pressure. The valves must not be under pressure during removal. 
2) If installed, remove the Tubular Glass Gage or Armored type gage from the gage valves. 

a) Loosen the upper and lower nipple packing nuts. 
b) Grasp the gage firmly and push up into the upper (steam) valve. This action will 

disengage the water gage from the lower (water) valve. 
c) Carefully swing the gage off to one side and drop it out from the upper valve. 

3) Remove Tie Bar by removing ½-13 Jam Nuts (P/N X171500) from both ends with a ¾” 
wrench. 

4) Remove the upper and lower bronze valves from the Tiltview Adaptor. Note that the 
angular orientation of the valves is 30 degrees from vertical. 

5) Rotate the top and bottom Tiltview Adaptors (P/N TG603RS-1) 180 degrees so the ¾” 
FNPT water gage valve connection is now on the left side. 

6) Assemble the water gage valves into the ¾” FNPT water gage valve connections on the 
Tiltview Adaptors, making sure the lower valve (with 3/8” FNPT drain connection) is on 
the bottom adaptor. Adjust the Blow-off elbow on the lower valve drain connection to the 
correct orientation. 

7) Align the valves so they are 30 degrees from vertical (Ref. Dwg. B-7535). 
8) Re-install the Tie Bar with the ½-13 Jam Nuts into the Tiltview Adaptor. 
9) To reassemble the gage glass, replace the packing material and repeat the steps in Step 

#2 in reverse. Retighten the packing nuts before (and after, if required) the gage glass is 
returned to service. 

10) Slowly open the isolation valves and inspect for any leakage. Before retightening any 
connection, isolate the valves, relieve the pressure, and then tighten the connections if 
required. 

 
Any additional questions should be directed to your local Clark-Reliance Representative, 

or to the Factory. Phone: (440) 572-1500 or email www.relianceappeng@clark-reliance.com. 


